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Territorial Acknowledgement

Acknowledging with gratitude the traditional territories of the 
Lekwungen speaking peoples, known today as the Esquimalt 
and Songhees First Nations, on whose land I live and work.
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Problem

You need to 
make a decision

Your decision should 
be evidence-based

You want proof of
positive impact
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Experiments provide proof our 
decisions make a positive 
impact in citizens’ lives.

Solution
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BC Behavioural
Insights Group 
We are a corporate behavioural science 
unit in the BC Public Service. 



Behavioural Insights (BI) 
uses knowledge + methods 
from the behavioural and 
social sciences to help us 
understand how people 
think, behave, and make 
decisions in everyday life. 

What is ‘Behavioural Insights’?
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Real World 
Challenges

Behavioural 
& Social 
Sciences

Research 
Methods

BI

We use BI to improve policies, 
programs, and services to 
encourage positive behaviour
change while preserving 
freedom of choice.

A nudge is a low-cost 
intervention where small 
tweaks = big impact

How do we use it?
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Sustainable 
farming

Water 
conservation

Public 
sector 
hiring

We’ve used experiments for 
positive impact across sectors
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COVID-19
Historic economic shock

396,000 jobs
lost in 8 weeks
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Help recently 
unemployed British 
Columbians get 
back to work 
during COVID-19.

The challenge
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Defined the problem—helping people access job services.

proof of impact

Used qualitative evidence to identify barriers to uptake.

Leveraged low-cost, scalable experimentation.

What we did



Several policy instruments to help unemployed people during COVID-19

Defining the problem



We focused on one

Defining the problem



96 interviews with frontline staff and citizens

Qualitative evidence



We identified behavioural barriers that hinder uptake

Qualitative evidence

Don’t 
know 

about it

Misperceive 
what it’s 

about

Frictions 
get in the 

way



Hypothesis

A timely email—one that further simplifies the 
process—could drive applications to WorkBC.



Clicks link.2

Client opens email.1 Lands on a pre-populated form. 

Submit

3

Submits expression of interest to the nearest job centre.4

An easier process



But what’s the right email?

Raise awareness

Correct misperceptions

Encourage action



Experimentation - Interventions
Email #1 – Checklist Email #2 – Social Norms

x

x



Questions

Which email is most effective?

Is email an effective way to support 
job seekers during COVID-19?

1

2

We need an experiment to show proof of positive impact!



Notify

Privacy preserving

Scalable

100% free



How do we know if it works?

Email #1 – Checklist 
(N=4624)

Email #2 – Social Norms
(N=4619)

People who lost their 
job due to COVID-19

• Email opens
• Clicks
• Online submissions

Random assignment Key outcome measuresSample

Control (no email for 30 days)
(N=4765)

• Enrollments in WorkBC

Important for ethics!



30%
34%

Social norms
(N=4624)

Checklist
(N=4619)

Open Rate

The checklist email 
outperformed the 
social norms email, 
driving engagement 
with WorkBC
communications.

*

* p < 0.05

Engagement



30%
34%

6%
8%

Social norms
(N=4624)

Checklist
(N=4619)

Open Rate Click Rate

*

*

* p < 0.05

Engagement

The checklist email 
outperformed the 
social norms email, 
driving engagement 
with WorkBC
communications.



30%
34%

6%
8%

3%
5%

Social norms
(N=4624)

Checklist
(N=4619)

Open Rate Click Rate Submission Rate

64% conversion rate

*

*

*

* p < 0.05

Engagement

The checklist email 
outperformed the 
social norms email, 
driving engagement 
with WorkBC
communications.



Industry Average Our Project

Open Rate 18% 34%
Click-Through Rate 2% 8%

Conversion Rate 25% 64%

Higher than typical campaigns.

Source: Mailchimp

Engagement



95% confidence intervals. Relative to control/waitlist group (N=4765) that received no email.

3x
After just 30 days, 
sending an email 
tripled enrollments
in WorkBC.

Checklist
(N=4619)

Social norms
(N=4624)

1 3

Odds Ratio
(relative to control group)

2.9

3.3

5

2.9

Enrollments



• Engagement was strongest among women and people 
w/ post-secondary education.

• No difference in treatment effects across subgroups.

• Our ethical “waitlist” approach worked.

Additional findings



1

Experiments are a powerful solution when:

2

You need to make a decision.

Your decision should be evidence-based.

3 You want proof of positive impact.

In conclusion



Stay in touch and 
keep learning!

A BIG Difference for BC Conference
Learn more: bigdifferencebc.ca  

BIG’s annual conference is on Nov 5, 2021. 
This year it’s free and fully digital. 

BI Advanced Professional Certificate
Reach out: BIG@gov.bc.ca

9-month BI course delivered by UBC Sauder.

Behavioural Insights 
Beyond Borders (BIB2) Network

Join now: BIG@gov.ca.ca
Subscribe to BC BIG’s newsletter.

Vince.Hopkins@gov.bc.ca
Mikayla.Ford@gov.bc.ca
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